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Payload 10,000 kg 22,046 lb
Capacity heaped 6.5 m³ 8.5 yd3
Total length 6,246 mm 20.49 ft
Total width 2,900 mm 9.51 ft
Clearance height without beacon light 3,050 mm 10.01 ft
Ground clearance 613 mm 2.01 ft
Dumping height 1,058 mm 3.47 ft
Load height (front) 1,670 mm 5.48 ft
Engine power 180 kW 241.38 hp
Empty weight 14,850 kg 32,738 lb
Ground pressure < 500 g/cm² < 7 PSI

    

Bergmann C912sConventional top-slewing dump truck

Technical specifications
Bergmann C912s with
swivel dump

It’s simple – get more from tracks.
Bergmann C912s. Test one now!

You know their  
machine, right?

You should
know this one!

Superior production and 
low ground pressure.

More power.
More safety.
More comfort.

Everything always under control.
Efficient, agile, strong.

Modular and powerful

The modular, interchangeable two-stage
planetary gear transfers maximum thrust and,  
at the same time, minimizes fuel consumption 
and potential subsequent costs.

Robust drive

The drive is fitted with oscillating 
track rollers.

A range of versions

Just the right design for your application.
Choose from rear dump, swivel dump, 
flatbed, tank, spreader incl. optional quick 
change systems for flexible year-round use.

There is always a way.
This is the safest and most
comfortable way:
Even if the terrain is delicate, wet or particularly steep. The 
Bergmann C912s can master any site with ease. With its rubber or 
steel tracks and optimum weight distribution, the track dumper 
boasts a higher transport capacity, going beyond the limits of a 
wheel dumper. As a logical development of the Bergmann C815s, 
the C912s is designed as a highly effective and efficient transport 
vehicle for continuous use.

The Bergmann comfort cab, with its optional 180° rotating operators 
console and swiveling dump body, combines stability and a good 
visibility, makes time-consuming turning and tipping maneuvers 
unnecessary, and significantly increases occupational safety in 
challenging environments.

Reliable operation for 
many years:

 Landscaping

 Hydraulic engineering

 Trench and road construction

 Sports ground construction

 Landscape design

 Recultivation

 Pipeline construction

Work safely and comfortably

The top quality comfort cab is the biggest in its
class. It is equipped with an air-suspension seat
and an optional 180° rotating operators console.  
For the best overview and maximum safety.

High stability

The position of the drive system
in the rear of the vehicle ensures
optimum weight distribution and a
low center of gravity. The hydraulic
parking brake secures the machine
even on the toughest terrain.

Stability

Rather than shifting the machine’s 
center of gravity, the swivel seat and 
the swiveling dump body provide 
the best possible stability and 
maneuverability on difficult terrain.

Overview

The driver can look, drive and tip all
in the same direction. Material can
be distributed as ideally as possible
thanks to the 180° work radius.

Operating costs

The optimum combination of tare
weight and weight distribution
ensures lower operating and wear
costs.

Low emissions

Equipped with the latest
generation Cummins diesel
engine, the Bergmann C912s
meets the stringent criteria
for level 5 emissions  
standards.

Hydraulic clamping mechanism

For optimum track tension during and
after use – and to optimize durability.

Fit for any surface

In addition to the tried and tested rubber
tracks, steel tracks are also available for
use on tough rocky terrain.

The distribution of weight along the tracks significantly reduces 
the pressure on the ground and preserves the terrain.

With a speed of up to 9.3 mph (15 km/h) 
the C912s can carry out more transport 
cycles and work effectively on any site.

Cabin with  
optional  
180° rotating  
operators console 
and intuitive  
operability.

The central electrical system is easily 
accessible at all times.
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